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ABSTRACT

The high incidence of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on chromosome 18q
in advanced non-small cell lung carcinomas indicates the presence of

tumor suppressor gene(s) on this chromosome arm, which plays an im
portant role in the acquisition of malignant phenotypes in lung cancers. In
the present study, we examined 62 lung cancer specimens and 54 lung
cancer cell lines for alleile imbalance at 11 microsatellite loci to define
common regions of 18q deletions. Allelic imbalance of 18q was detected in
24 (55.8%) non-small cell lung carcinoma specimens and in 6 (31.6%)

small cell lung carcinoma specimens, whereas a similar frequency of LOH
was statistically inferred to occur in cell lines by analyzing marker ho-

mozygosity as an indirect measure of LOH. Five specimens and 11 cell
lines showed partial or interstitial deletions of chromosome 18q, and 2 of
them had homozygous deletions at the 18q21.1 region. A commonly
deleted region was assigned between the DI8S46 and y953G12R loci. The
size of this region is less than 1 Mb, and the coding exons of three
candidate tumor suppressor genes, Smad2, Smad4, and DCC, were
mapped outside the region. This result suggests that the common region
harbors a novel tumor suppressor gene involved in the progression of lung

INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is a major cause of cancer-related death in the world,

and the overall survival rate has not improved significantly in the last
20 years. The understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of this
disease should provide new and more sensitive means to diagnose and
treat lung cancer patients. Genetic as well as biological studies of
SCLC3 and NSCLC have indicated that multiple tumor suppressor

genes, including p53, piÃ³, RB. and PTEN, are involved in human lung
carcinogenesis (1-3). We previously reported that the incidence of
LOH on chromosome 18q in advanced-stage NSCLC was signifi
cantly higher than that in early-stage NSCLC (4, 5). Frequent occur

rence of 18q deletions in NSCLC was also shown by cytogenetic and
comparative genomic hybridization analyses (6. 7). LOH on 18q was
also observed in 30% of SCLCs (8). These results indicate that the
tumor suppressor gene(s) on chromosome 18q plays an important role
in the acquisition of malignant phenotypes in lung cancers.

To date, three candidate tumor suppressor genes, Smad2, Smad4,
and DCC, have been identified on chromosome 18q (9-12). The
Smad2 and Smad4 genes share similarity to the Drosophila melano-

gaster gene, MAD, which is known to reside in a pathway of trans
forming growth factor ÃŸsignaling. Smad4 alterations were observed
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in a significant portion of pancreatic cancers and in a subset of other
human cancers (11, 13), whereas Smad2 alterations were detected in
some cases of colorectal cancers (12, 14). Genetic alterations of these
genes were detected only in a limited fraction of lung cancers ( 14, 15).
Thus, it is possible that genes other than the Smad2 and Smad4 genes
function as tumor suppressors involved in lung cancer progression.
The DCC gene was identified as a gene deleted in colorectal cancers.
The gene encodes a transmembrane protein with four immunoglobulin
and six fibronectin type III repeats in the extracellular domains that
may function as a receptor for the axonal chemoattractant netrin-1

(16). However, to our knowledge, mutations of the DCC gene have
not been reported in human lung cancer. Therefore, a target tumor
suppressor gene on chromosome 18q, which is involved in human
lung carcinogenesis, has not been defined.

In the present study, we examined the region deleted hemizygously
or homozygously in 62 lung cancer specimens and 54 lung cancer cell
lines to define tumor suppressor loci on chromosome 18q. Sixteen
cases showed partial or interstitial deletions on chromosome 18q;
notably, two cases showed homozygous deletions at the 18q21.1
region. The size of a common region of 18q deletions was less than 1
Mb, and the region did not include the Smad2. Smad4, and DCC
genes. This result suggested that a novel tumor suppressor gene is
present in this region.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples. Sixty-two pairs of tumors and adjacent noncancerous tissues

were obtained from 43 patients with NSCLC and 19 patients with SCLC who
were treated at the National Cancer Center Hospital (Tokyo, Japan). Forty-

three NSCLCs. consisting of 29 primary tumors and 14 brain mÃ©tastases,were
histologically classified as 29 adenocarcinomas, 8 squamous cell carcinomas,
5 large cell carcinomas, and 1 adenosquamous carcinoma. Nineteen SCLCs
contained 9 primary tumors and 10 mÃ©tastases.The material to be analyzed
was selected by a pathologist to ensure that the samples were macroscopically
entirely tumorous and were chosen from an area devoid of necrotic tissue.
Tumors and normal tissues were frozen and stored at -70Â°C until DNA

extraction. Fifty-four lung cancer cell lines (34 NSCLCs and 20 SCLCs) were
used in this study. NSCLC cell lines were A427, A549. PC-1, PC-3, PC-7,
PC-9, PC-10. PC-13, PC-14, Lu65, Lu99, LCl-Sq, NCI-H23, NCI-H157,
NCI-H322, NC1-H441, NCI-H520, NCI-H596, NCI-HI 155, Mai, Ma2, Ma3,

MalO, Ma 12, Ma 17, Ma24, Ma25, Ma26, Ma29, VMRC-LCD, RERF-LCOK,
ABC-1, EBC-1, and LCMS. The Ma29 cell line is derived from an adenocar-
cinoma (stage Illb, T2N,M0) of the lung of a 55-year-old Japanese male who

was admitted to the Osaka Prefectural Habikino Hospital (Osaka. Japan).
SCLC cell lines were Lu24, Lul30, Lul34, Lul35, Lul38, Lul39, Lul40,
Lul41, NCI-H69, NCI-H82, NCI-H209, NCI-H526, NCI-H774. NCI-H841,
N230, N231. N417, LCMA, SBC-5. and MS18. Detailed information on these

cell lines can be obtained upon request. High molecular weight DNA was
prepared from the tumors and normal tissues by proteinase K digestion and
phenol-chloroform extraction as described previously (4).

Deletion Mapping of Chromosome 18q in Surgical Specimens. Analysis
of AI was performed using a PCR-based approach using 11 microsatellite

markers listed in Table 1. A microsatellite marker located 165 bp downstream
from exon 7 of the DCC gene was used for the analysis of the DCC locus (17,
18). Detailed information on this marker can be obtained from the Genome
Data Base (http://gdbwww.gdb.org/gdb/). Chromosomal locations and order-
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A TUMOR SUPPRESSOR LOCUS ON CHROMOSOME 18q

Table 1 Incidence of AI at loci on chromosome 18i/ in human lung cancer

MarkerDI8S877DI8S535D18S454ÃœI8S474DI8S46DI8SJ63DCCDI8S858DI8S38D18S64DI8S58ChromosomallocationlSqll.l-qll.218ql2.3I8ql2.3-q21.1I8q21.118q21.1I8Ã“21.II8q21.1-q2l.2I8q21.218q21.1-q21.3118q21.1-q21.3218q22.3-q23NSCLC16/28(57.1)16/31

(51.6)16/28(57.1)1

1/25(44.0)12/22(54.5)15/23(65.2)18/30(60.0)18/27(66.7)15/26(58.0)18/28(64.3)12/21

(57.1)Incidence

(%)SCLC5/1

1(45.5)4/14(28.6)5/15

(33.3)3/8
(37.5)3/13(23.1)3/11(27.3)5/16(31.3)6/16(37.5)4/15(26.7)3/1

1(27.3)3/10(30.0)Total21/39(53.8)20/45

(44.4)21/43(48.8)14/33

(42.4)15/35
(42.8)18/34(52.9)23/46

(50.0)24/43
(55.8)19/41
(46.3)21/39(53.8)15/31

(48.4)

ing of the DNA markers were reported previously (19, 20). PCR was carried
out by using 50 ng of genomic DNA as a template in a 2()-ju,lreaction mixture
containing 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCI. 1.5 mM MgCl,, 125 ng of

each primer. 250 Â¡IMeach deoxynucleotide triphosphate. 0.25 Â¿il of
[a-32P]dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol, 10 Ci/mi), and 0.1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase

(Pharmacia). DNA fragments for each microsatellite locus were amplified for
35 cycles of 94Â°Cfor 60 s, 55Â°Cfor 60 s. and 72Â°Cfor 90 s followed by a final
extension for 10 min at 72Â°C.PCR products were separated by electrophoresis

at 15(X)V for 2.5 h through 5% denaturing ( 11 M urea) polyacrylamide gels and
visuali/.ed by autoradiography. The signal intensities were quantified and
calculated by the scanning densitometer (The Discovery Series; Quantity One.
ptli. Huntington Station. NY) and data analysis system to ascertain the reduc
tion of one alÃelein tumor DNA as compared with the corresponding normal
tissue DNA. AI was considered to be present as a 50%- reduction of the

intensity.
Homozygous deletions in surgical specimens suggested by AI patterns (see

"Results") were evaluated by comparative multiplex PCR using two different

sets of primer pairs in a single reaction. PCR was carried out in a 20-jul

reaction mixture as described above. Two different loci were amplified with 25
cycles of 94Â°Cfor 60 s, 55Â°Cfor 60 s. and 72Â°Cfor 90 s followed by a final
extension for 10 min at 72Â°C.A primer set for the locus outside the region of

suspected homozygous deletion was selected as a control. Both of the primers
for the control locus and those for a potentially deleted locus were included in
the PCR reaction mixture. Homozygous deletion was scored if the signal from
the test allele(s) was less than 10% of the signal from the control alÃele!s)
(21-23).

Homozygosity Mapping in Lung Cancer Cell Lines. The polymorphic
status of the 11 loci (Table 1) was examined according to the PCR-based
procedure described in "Deletion Mapping of Chromosome 18q in Surgical
Specimens." Inferred LOH in the cell lines was assessed by statistical analysis

of: (a) intramarker homozygosity, i.e., the deviation from the expected fre
quency of heterozygosity for each locus in all cell lines using Fisher's exact

test; and (h) intermarker homozygosity within individual cell lines exhibiting
extensive regions of contiguous homozygous loci as described by Larson et al.
(23). For the latter, the probability of observing contiguously homozygous loci
is given by FHOM at locus A X FHOM at locus B X ... X FHOMat locus N,
where FHOM is the expected frequency of homozygotes for a given locus
calculated by (1 â€”¿�P), where P = the population of hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesamong the
62 normal lung DNAs described in "Samples." and N is the total number of

contiguously homozygous loci.
Homozygous deletion was detected by the total absence of a PCR product

from a given locus and confirmed by coamplification of the potentially deleted
locus with a positive control marker. PCR products were fractionated by a 3%
agarose gel and visualized with ethidium bromide. Map locations and primer
sequences for the markers analyzed were described previously (20), except
those for exon 1 of the DCC gene. Primer sequences for exon 1 of the DCC
gene (5'-TGAAATATGGAGAATAGTCTTAG-3' and 5'-GAAAGAGC-
CACTTACCGGTT-3') were based on the DNA sequences reported by Cho et

al. (18). Homozygous deletion was also examined by Southern blot hybrid
ization analysis. Ten fj.g of DNA were digested with EcoRl. electrophoresed.
and transferred to a nylon membrane. The membrane was hybridized with a
DNA probe labeled by the random hexamer method (24). A PCR-generated
fragment for the p0630-H5-T7 marker was used as a DNA probe.

RESULTS

Deletion Map of Chromosome 18q in Surgical Specimens.
Forty-three NSCLCs and 19 SCLCs were examined for AI using 11

microsatellite markers for chromosome 18q. The frequency of AI at
each locus is summarized in Table 1. Although the frequencies of AI
did not differ much among the loci examined, it was the highest at the
D18S858 locus. All cases showed constitutional heterozygosity for at
least 1 of the 11 loci on chromosome 18q. Twenty-four of 43 (55.8%)

NSCLCs and 6 of 19 (31.6%) SCLCs showed AI for at least 1 locus
on chromosome 18q (Table 2). The frequency of AI was highest in
metastatic tumors and lowest in stage I/II NSCLC tumors, and the
difference was statistically significant.

Among the 30 tumors that showed AI at loci on chromosome 18q,
AI was detected partially or interstitially on chromosome 18q in 5
cases (3 NSCLCs and 2 SCLCs). The results of AI analysis on these
five tumors are schematically summarized in Fig. 1. Representative
results of AI analysis are shown in Fig. 2. Tumor NS1 showed AI at
all loci except the DI8S64 locus. Tumor NS2 showed AI at the
D18S877, D18S535. DÃŒ8S454,DCC, DÃŒ8S858,and D18S64 loci,
although heterozygosity of the D18S474, D18S46, and D18S363 loci
was retained. Tumor NS3 showed AI at the D18S64 and DI8S58 loci,
whereas heterozygosity was retained at the D18S46 locus and at all
informative loci proximal to the DÃŒ8S46locus. Tumor SI showed AI
at the D18S877, DCC, D18S858, D18S64, and D18S58 loci, whereas
heterozygosity was retained at the D18S535. D18S454, and D18S46
loci. Tumor S2 showed AI at all informative loci proximal to the
D18S38 locus, but heterozygosity was retained at the DJ8S38 and
D18S64 loci. These data suggested the presence of three distinct
regions of AI: (a) a region proximal to the D18S535 locus; (b) a
region between the DI8S363 and DI8S38 loci: and (c) a region distal
to the D18S64 locus.

However, it is possible that the retention of heterozygosity at loci
on chromosome 18q in these five tumors represents homozygous
deletions, and the observed heterozygosity was due to amplification of
DNA from small quantities of contaminating nonneoplastic cells
within the tumor specimens (21-23). To test this possibility, the

multiplex PCR analysis was performed with reduced cycles of PCR.
Homozygous deletions were detected at the D18S474. D18S46, and
D18S363 loci in tumor NS2 (Fig. 2B). The remaining four tumors did
not show homozygous deletions at any loci (Fig. 2B). Consequently,
the region between the D18S46 and DCC loci was defined as being
the commonly deleted region on chromosome 18q in these five tumors
(Fig. 1).

Homozygosity Mapping in Lung Cancer Cell Lines. The poly
morphic status of the 11 loci (Table 1) was examined in 54 lung
cancer cell lines in an attempt to provide a clearer picture of 18q
losses from a clonal source. We found significant intramarker differ
ences between the observed and the expected heterozygosity for all of
the 11 loci tested, implying that LOH was prevalent in lung cancer cell
lines (Fig. 3). Eighteen lung cancer cell lines displayed homozygosity
at all of the loci examined, suggesting the loss of the entire chromo
somal arm. We also observed less extensive regions of contiguous

Table 2 Incidence of AI on chromosome 18q in human lung cancer

Type oftumorPrimary

tumor
Stage 1 and 11
Stage 111and IV

Metastasis
TotalIncidence

(9NSCLC13/29(44.8%)

4/13(30.8%)"

9/16(56.3%)
11/14(78.6%)"

24/43 (55.8%)Ã•)SCLC3/9

(33.3%)3/10(30.0%)

6/19(31.6%)"
P for the difference was 0.02.
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A TUMOR SUPPRESSOR LOCUS ON CHROMOSOME I8q

NSCLC SCLC

Fig. I. Deletion map of I8q in surgical specimens. Tumor
numbers arc shown above, and markers are shown on the left.
NS1, adenocarcinoma (stage III): NS2, adenocarcinoma (stage
IV); NSJ. adenocarcinoma (brain metastasis); SI. SCLC (stage
I); 52, SCLC (hilar lymph node metastasis). â€¢¿�,AI; O. retention
of both alÃeles;â€”¿�,not informative. Regions of AI are indicated

by D. and a region of homo/ygous deletion is indicated by a
thick-bordered D. The commonly deleted region is shaded.

Asterisks indicate the loci showing homozygous deletions.
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homozygosity in 11 other cell lines, implying more restricted regions
of LOH. although the remaining 25 cell lines did not show significant
contiguous intermarker homozygosity. Statistical analyses of ho
mozygosity patterns among the cell lines are presented in Table 3.
Overall, the frequency of inferred LOH in the cell lines [21 of 34
NSCLCs (61.8%) and 8 of 20 SCLCs (40.0%)] was similar to that of
AI in surgical specimens. A common region of inferred LOH was
assigned to the region between the D18S474 and DI8S858 loci (Fig.
3), which overlapped with the common region of 18q deletions in
surgical specimens.

Notably, a homozygous deletion was found at the DI8S46 locus in
the Ma29 cell line. The region of homozygous deletion in the Ma29
cell line overlapped with that in the NS2 tumor; however, the size of
homozygous deletion in Ma29 was much smaller than that in NS2,
because the DI8S474 and DI8S363 loci deleted in NS2 were retained
in Ma29. To estimate the size of the homozygous deletion in the Ma29
cell line in detail, we performed genomic PCR analysis using eight
DNA markers that had been mapped in a YAC contig encompassing
the D18S46 locus (20). The region of the homozygous deletion was
mapped between the c9!7-46T3 and \953C12R markers, and the

homozygous deletion was confirmed by Southern blot hybridization
analysis (Fig. 4). This region was mapped in the common region of
inferred LOH in lung cancer cell lines and overlapped with the
commonly deleted region in surgical specimens. Therefore, the region
between the D18S46 and \953G12R loci was defined as a common
region of chromosome 18q deletions in human lung cancers.

Relative Location of the Smad4 and DCC Genes and Homozy
gous Deletions in Lung Tumors. The Smad4 gene was mapped
between the c9J7-46T3 and DÃŒ8S474loci, and the orientation of this
gene is 18qter-5'-5mÂ«i/4-3'-18cen (Ref. 20; see Fig. 4). Therefore,

coding exons of the Smad4 gene were mapped outside the deletion in
the Ma29 cell line. However, it is likely that the Smad4 gene was
included in the homozygous deletion in the NS2 tumor, because the
proximal border of the deletion was mapped proximal to the D18S474
locus (Fig. 1). The DCC gene was mapped distal to the DJ8S363
locus, and the orientation of this gene is 18cen-5'-DCC-3'-18qter (20,

39). A microsatellite locus located in intron 7 of the DCC gene was

not homozygously deleted in the Ma29 cell line and the NS2 tumors
(Figs. 1 and 3). However, it was still unclear whether the 5' end of the

DCC gene was homozygously deleted or retained in these tumors,
because it had not yet been localized in the physical map of the
18q21.1 region (20). Therefore, we also examined the status of exon
1 of the DCC gene in these tumors to confirm that the 5' end of the

DCC gene was retained. DCC exon 1 was amplified from the Ma29
cell line DNA by PCR (Fig. 4). The multiplex PCR analysis revealed
that DCC exon 1 was hemizygously but not homozygously deleted in
the NS2 tumor (data not shown). Therefore, it is most likely that all of
the coding exons of the DCC gene were retained and located distal to
the region of the homozygous deletions in these tumors.

DISCUSSION

Tumor suppressor genes have been considered to be present in the
regions of chromosomal deletions in human tumors. Because chro
mosome 18q was frequently deleted in advanced lung cancer in our
previous studies (4, 5), it has been suggested that tumor suppressor
genes on chromosome 18q are involved in the genesis and progression
of lung cancer. However, we examined for LOH at only a single locus,
DCC, in those studies. Therefore, in the present study, we examined
for AI of 11 microsatellite loci on 18q in 62 lung cancer specimens.
The result was consistent with our previous findings; AI was detected
in 48.4% (30 of 62) of lung cancers, and the frequency of AI in
advanced stages was significantly higher than that seen in early stages
in NSCLCs. Therefore, we further evaluated the status of LOH on 18q
in 54 lung cancer cell lines statistically by analyzing marker homozy
gosity as an indirect measure of LOH. The frequency of inferred LOH
in the cell lines was similar to that of AI in the surgical specimens,
suggesting that deletions of the chromosome arm, rather than gains,
are common in 18q alterations represented by AI in lung cancer
specimens.

During the analysis, we detected two overlapping homozygous
deletions at 18q21.1 in a specimen and a cell line. Homozygous
deletion is a genetic event for the inactivation of tumor suppressor
genes, and it has played a critical role as a molecular marker for the
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A B
NS1 NS3 S1 S2

TN TN TN TN

D18S858
D18S877

NS2 S1

TN

D18S858

TN TN

S64 "*"

TN

S64

Fig. 2. Representative cases of human lung cancers showing
I8q deletions. N. normal tissue; T. tumor. A. Al analysis. Tumor
numbers are shown above, and locus names are shown below. The
Als are indicated by arrowheads. B. multiplex PCR analysis. The
D18S474 and D18S46 loci were coamplified with the D18S64
locus. The D18S363 locus was coamplified with the D2IS225
locus, because the size of the PCR products of the DI8S363 locus
was similar to that of the DI8S64 locus. Tumor numbers are
shown above, and locus names are shown on the right.

D18S46

TN TNTN TN

â€¢¿� â€¢¿�ft ^^^^H

Â¿ -

D18S64 D18S64
D18S38

S46
S46

S474

S363

T N

i
D18S58

D18S535

T N

DCC

identification of tumor suppressor genes, including RB, WT, piÃ³,
DCC, Smad4, and PTEN/MMAC1 (25-30). Thus, it was indicated that

chromosome 18q harbors tumor suppressor genes involved in the
progression of human lung cancer. The result of deletion mapping
further indicated that the commonly deleted region in lung cancer was

between the DJ8S46 and y953G12K loci. Coding exons of the Smadl,
Smad4, and DCC genes were mapped outside the common region.
These genes were also excluded from a homozygous deletion detected
in a NSCLC cell line, Ma29. This result indicated that these three
genes are not targets of 18q deletions in lung cancer, although we

D18S877

D18S535D18S454(Smad2)

D18S474(Smad4)

D18S46Ãœ1OOOO3nrr*D18S858D18S38

D18S64

D18S58---*--â€¢-â€¢f-HD---*-â€¢-+-â€¢--â€¢--â€¢â€¢f-*â€¢--*â€¢f--*-p<0.001

p=0.001pÂ«0.001p-0

002p=0.001p<0

001p<0.001p<0.001p=0.002

Fig. 3. Homozygosity mapping of chromosome I8q loci in
human lung cancer cell lines. The polymorphic status of each
locus is represented by homozygote ( - ). hÃ©tÃ©rozygote( + ), and

homozygous deletion (HD). The asterisk indicates IS lung can
cer cell lines (PC-1. PC-9. PC-14, Lu99, RERF-LCOK. VMRC-
LCD. ABC-I. Lu65. NCI-H322. NC1-H520. NC1-H1155. Mai.
Ma25. Lu 130. Lu 134. NC1-H69. NCI-H841, and N4I7). Re

gions of significant intermarker homozygosity (probability
< I0~2) are bounded by D. Discrepancies in the expected num

ber of hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesfor a given locus were calculated using
Fisher's exact test and are indicated on the right.
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A TUMOR SUPPRESSOR LOCUS ON CHROMOSOME 18q

Table 3 Regions of significata inienmtrker fwnwzygosity in lung cancer cell lines

Cellline18
celllines'PC-3/PC-13PC-7/EBC-1NCI-H23Ma24/Ma29/Lu24Lu

140Ma2Lu

138Region

of
homozygosity"DI8S877-D18S58DI8S877-DCCD/8S454-DI8S58DISS46-DI8S5fiD18S877-D18S858D18S474-DI8S58D1XS454-DI8S858D18S474-D18S858Probabilily'1.48

X10"7.70
X10"1.40
X10"9.76
X10~2.35
X10"4.57
X10"2.20
X10"7.26
X 10"

" Marker loci that define the boundaries of the regions exhibiting continuous homozy-

gosity.
'' Probability of contiguous loci exhibiting homozygosity by chance alone (see

"Materials and Methods").
r Eighteen cell lines (PCI, PC9. PC14, Lu99, RERF-LCOK. VMRC-LCD. ABCI.

Lu65. NCI-H322, NCI-H520. NCI-HI 155. Mai. Ma25. Lul30, Lul34. NC1-H69. NCI-

H84I. and N417).

cannot completely exclude the possibility that the deletions inactivate
the Smad4 and/or DCC genes by disrupting upstream regulatory
sequences of them. The size of this region was estimated as being less
than 1 Mb. because the DÃŒ8S46and \953G12R loci were mapped
within a YAC clone of 1150 kbp in size (20). An extensive search tor
novel genes in the deleted region is now in progress in our laboratory.

Allelic losses on chromosome 18q occur frequently in various types
of human cancers, including pancreatic cancer, colorectal cancer,
esophageal cancer, prostate cancer, gastric cancer, and neuroblastoma
(31-33). The Smad4 gene has been defined as a target tumor suppres

sor gene of 18q deletions in pancreatic cancer, because homozygous
deletions as well as intragenic mutations of the gene have been
frequently observed (11). However, Smad4 alterations are not fre
quent in other types of cancers (34-38). Alterations of the Smad2 and

DCC genes have only been detected in a subset of colorectal cancers
to date (9, 10, 18). Thus, it is likely that the unknown tumor suppres
sor gene(s) is involved in the development and/or progression of
several human cancers. Deletion mapping of chromosome 18q in
colorectal cancer and prostate cancer indicated that common regions
of 18q deletions were in the 18q21 region (38. 39). The region in

cen

â€¢¿�Smad2

PJr*D18S474

Smad4 exon 11

Smad4 exon 1
C917-46T3

p224-J22

p0630-H5-SP6

p313-N14

D18S46

p0630-H5-T7

y953G12R

D18S363
f

â€¢¿�DCC exon 1

â€¢¿�DCC intron 7

tel

Fig. 4. Homozygous deletion map in the Ma29 cell line. The order of the markers was
reported previously (201. Homozygous deletion detected by genomic PCR of five DNA
markers and by Southern blot hybridization analysis of the p0630-H5-T7 locus is shown.
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colorectal cancer included the Smad2, Smad4, and DCC genes,
whereas that in prostate cancer included the Simid4 gene and not the
Smutl2 and DCC genes. However, both of these regions also included
the commonly deleted region in lung cancer defined in this study.
Furthermore, chromosome 18q deletions occur preferentially in colo
rectal and prostate cancers of advanced stages, as is the case in lung
cancer (38, 40). Therefore, it is highly possible that a novel tumor
suppressor gene inactivated in several types of human cancers is
present in the common region defined in this study.
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